In 2007, the German University of Technology (GUtech) in Muscat, the Capital of Oman, was founded with the support of RWTH Aachen University. For the upcoming winter semester 2016/2017 (Start of Semester: September 15th 2016) GUtech is looking for motivated and committed interns. You should enjoy working in an intercultural environment as you will assume teaching activities in engineering and economical science programs. Therefore, students with the following areas of study are wanted:

- Computer Science (circa 10.09.2016 to 09.02.2017)
- Architecture (15.09.2016 to 05.02.2017)
- Chemistry, Physics and Mathematics (18.09.2016 to 26.01.2016)
- Mechanical Engineering, Process Engineering, Environmental Technology or Electrical Engineering (15.09.2016 to 05.02.2017)
- Industrial Engineering or Business Administration (01.10.2016 to 28.02.2017)

General Information

- Period depends on the individual department
- Paid internship
- Organized, paid accommodation
- Assumption of travel expanses
- Opportunity to use the internship for bachelor or master thesis
- Language practice, international experience, enhance expertise, …

Your Tasks

- Consultation hours for professional issues regarding the subjects
- Preparation of lectures, exercises and tests
- Maybe Workshop-Activities
- Independent management of tutorials

Your Profile

- Junior Intern: Bachelor degree or at least 4th Semester
- Senior Intern: Graduate with Master degree
- Students of Informatics, Architecture, Business Administration, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics or student of an Engineering Science programs with first experience in supervision of tutorials or
- Students for a teaching profession in Informatics, Architecture, Business Administration, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics or an Engineering Science programs with first experience in supervision of tutorials
- Confident in English
- Restraints in cultural culturally acquired differences
- Patience, good manners and capacity for teamwork

GUtech Office Aachen
internship@gutech.rwth-aachen.de

If you are interested in an internship or if you have any question, please contact us via the email above or join our facebook group “Internship@GUtech”.

Kind Regards
Alexandra Schmitt & Rebecca Reschke